
LearnKey Online Expert- Adobe Premiere Pro CC  Name- KEY 
         

Session 2- Fill-in-the-Blanks 

Instructions: While watching Session 2, fill in the missing words according to the information presented by 
the instructor. [References are found in the brackets.] 

 

2E: Learn Edit Tools- 19.49m 

 30. To get rid of a gap in the timeline caused by trimming, you could right-click, (or Control-click 

on a Mac), in the gap and select RIPPLE DELETE. [Lift, Extract, Move Clip] 

  

 31. If you select a clip and delete it from the timeline, it will be removed or “lifted” from the 

edit, leaving a gap. If you Control-click and select RIPPLE DELETE from the dropdown menu, it will perform 

an EXTRACT EDIT and all the clips beyond it will get bumped together so there are no gaps in the Timeline. 

[Lift, Extract, Move Clip] 

 

 32. If you want to MOVE a clip in the Timeline and NOT OVERLAY or OVERWRITE other clips, you 

can hold down the COMMAND key while moving it, to INSERT the clip in a new spot. [Lift, Extract, Move 

Clip] 

 

 33.  The TIME CODE gives us basically an ADDRESS of every frame in our project that we can 

refer to. [Edit in Program Monitor] 

 

 34.  You can also use the EXTRACT EDIT button in the Program Monitor to remove a clip, or 

“marked” section of a clip, and NOT leave any GAPS in the TImeline. [Edit in Program Monitor] 

 

 35. The fine tuning and precision editing for your project should NOT all take place in your 

Project Panel, Source Monitor or Program Monitor… INSTEAD, it should take place on your Timeline. The 

TRACK SELECT Tool (A) is great when you need to move LOTS of clips at the same time on your TImeline. 

[Precision Editing, Cuts-Only Edit] 

 

 36.  Using the RAZOR Tool (C) to cut clips, and then Control-clicking and Ripple deleting the 

section you’ve cut out can be a slow and tedious process. [Precision Editing, Cuts-Only Edit] 



 37. When you use the RIPPLE Edit Tool (B) effect, instead of just TRIMMING with your 

SELECTION Tool (V), or CUTTING with your RAZOR Tool (C), it is going to affect the ENTIRE TIMELINE. It’s 

“kind of” like a RIPPLE DELETE, in that everything shifts or bumps over. [Ripple Edit, Rolling Edit] 

 

 38.  It’s best to make your EDIT points or “CUTS” during, or “ON ACTION,” because it helps to 

DISGUISE your edits. [Ripple Edit, Rolling Edit] 

 

 39. Performing a ROLLING Edit (N) effects clips or footage on BOTH sides of the edit point, (or 

CUT), on your timeline. [Ripple Edit, Rolling Edit] 

 

 40.  Using the SLIP Tool (Y) effects ONLY the “IN AND OUT” points of a selected clip 

SIMULTANEOUSLY on the Timeline. It does NOT effect the overall length, (or duration), of this clip. NOR 

does it effect the clips that come before or after it on the Timeline. Think of it as allowing the footage in 

the slected clip to “slip UNDER” the clips beside it.  [Slip Tool and Slide Tool] 

 

 41.  The SLIDE Tool (U) WILL effect the length of the clips coming before (previous to) or after 

(subsequent to) the clip selected for the SLIDE. Think of it as “sliding OVER” the clips beside it, and 

changing the CUTS, or edit points. [Slip Tool and Slide Tool] 

 

 42.  Learning and using the correct tools helps you become more efficient and effective at your 

EDITING, and speeds up the whole process. [Slip Tool and Slide Tool] 

 

 43. In the Trim Monitor you can use both the RIPPLE Tool and the Roll Tool effects. [Trim 

Monitor] 

 

 44.  When you hover over a Tool on the Tool Bar, you get a pop up window which also shows 

you the keyboard SHORTCUTS for each tool, (which can save you a lot of time when editing.) [Quick Tool 

Review] 

 

 45.  The PEN Tool (P) allows you to add KEY FRAMES to your timeline, while the HAND Tool (H) 

allows you to move the position of the Timeline within the Timeline Panel. [Quick Tool Review] 

 


